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Analytics Cloud from a BI perspective
Delivering new and emerging uses cases through SAP
Analytics Cloud. This session will take you through how
existing SAP BusinessObjects customers can extend into
the cloud and how new customers can begin their
information journey in the Cloud. The session will provide an
introduction to SAP Analytics Cloud and then proceed to a
demonstration of the core functionality.

14:55

16:05

Best Practices for upgrading to SAP BusinessObjects
BI Version 4.2
Your complete guide to managing any update of the BI
Platform. This presentation includes topics: Update rules,
Repository & Cluster Management, Reducing Downtime and
Best Practices.
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Alexa ask my Demo… Voice activated analytics
Tim Nightingale
dashboards
Helping us move towards the automated enterprise, Tim
Bluefin
Nightingdale, an SAP BusinessObjects (BOBJ) legend has
brought together voice activation with analytics to simplify
access to data. Join Tim to see first-hand the demo and
discover how to build a “skill” to interact with BOBJ. You will
also have the opportunity to see the ‘Companion App’,
providing users with the ability to interact and filter data
across multiple screens at the touch of a single button. If you
are a BOBJ user this session will take you beyond today’s
applications of BOBJ and into tomorrow’s connected
enterprise.
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Move & Maintain Business Objects on the Cloud
Increasingly, organizations are choosing to migrate
applications and data to the cloud. Done well, moving to
the cloud can yield numerous benefits, including lower
costs, greater flexibility, and enhanced disaster recovery.
Done poorly, moving to the cloud can reduce performance
and put information at risk. More and more SAP customers
are considering moving
Business Objects to the cloud, in full or in part (hybrid).
360Suite recommends a 10-step process to successfully
migrate Business Objects to the cloud, and a 7-step
process to maintain it. The same set of 360Suite
solutions enhance Business Objects before, during and
after a cloud migration.
Over the past several years, 360Suite has helped
hundreds of organizations ease Business Objects
upgrades and
migrations, on-premise and on the cloud. In addition to
easing the process, 360Suite solutions have a byproduct
that is less quantifiable but no less important. By
empowering IT to independently and transparently move
Business Objects to
the cloud, 360Suite reconnects IT and business in support
of
their shared goal-organizational success.
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